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Abstract—Nowadays, virtualized platforms have become the most
popular option to deploy complex enough services. The reason is that
virtualization allows resource providers to increase resource utilization.
Deployed services are expected to be always available, but these long-
running services are especially sensitive to suffer from software aging
phenomenon. This term refers to an accumulation of errors, which
usually causes resource exhaustion, and eventually makes the service
hang/crash. To counteract this phenomenon, a preventive approach to
fault management, called software rejuvenation has been proposed.

In this paper, we propose a framework which provides transparent
and predictive software rejuvenation to web services that suffer software
aging on virtualized platforms, achieving high levels of availability. To
exploit the provider resources, the framework also seeks to maximize
the number of services running simultaneously on the platform, while
guaranteeing the resources needed by each service.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing popularity of virtualization technology offers the

possibility that different services coexist in the same physical node,

sharing the same physical resources, without disturbing each other

[1], [2]. Virtualization technologies like XEN [3] or VMWare [4]

allow us to deploy several virtual machines with different operating

system and services on the top of the physical node, without taking

into account the underlying hardware and the physical details. These

capabilities have allowed the increase of resource utilization. Prior to

the rise of virtualization, resource utilization ratio was only around

5% to 20%. This means that these new virtualized platforms reduce

the IT infrastructure budget cost, making them the most popular

option to deploy complex enough services.

Services deployed on virtualized platforms are expected to be

always available. However, long-running applications such us web

business services (i.e. Amazon store, eBay, etc..) are specially

sensitive to suffer from software failures. In fact, currently, it is

well known that unplanned service failures are mainly caused by

software faults [5], [6]. One of the reasons for unplanned downtime

caused by software faults is the software aging phenomenon. This

term refers to an accumulation of errors, which usually causes

resource exhaustion, and eventually makes the service hang/crash.

This phenomenon is especially evident in long-running applications,

where this accumulation of software bugs during a long period of

time could cause unplanned outages.

Furthermore, these unplanned outages have an important impact

on the company’s revenues and reputation/trust: due to the economic

impact on revenues that carries an outage and the discredit that

accompanies unplanned outages, causing possible loss of future

customers [7]. To counteract the software aging phenomenon, a pre-

ventive approach to fault management, called software rejuvenation

has been proposed [8]. Software rejuvenation strategies can be di-

vided into two basic categories: Time-based and Proactive/Predictive-

based strategies. In time-based strategies, rejuvenation is applied

regularly and at predetermined time intervals. In Proactive/Predictive

rejuvenation, system metrics are continuously monitored and the

rejuvenation action is triggered when a crash or system hang up due

to software aging seem to approach.

This paper presents a framework which provides a transparent and

predictive rejuvenation solution to web services on virtualized plat-

form. It manages automatically (or with minimal human intervention)

the virtualized platform to guarantee the services availability against

software aging. The software rejuvenation solution is implemented

and integrated transparently to the deployed service. Furthermore, to

exploit the provider resources, the framework also seeks to maximize

the number of services running simultaneously on the platform. At

the same time, the framework ensures that every service deployed has

the resources requested by the service owner. A mathematical model

is also presented to achieve both goals. The novelty of our approach

is the integration of software rejuvenation in the maximization of

number of services problem. The mathematical model integrates both

goals because the rejuvenation strategy consumes extra resources for

short periods of time. This affects the effective resources available,

impacting on the new service acceptance decisions. We present two

different policies based on the same model to manage the virtualized

platform.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes

our framework and outlines the benefit of our approach; Section III

discusses the mathematical reasoning behind the framework de-

cisions. Section IV presents the experimental study setup used.

Section V presents and discusses our experimental study results.

Section VI presents the related work; and, finally, Section VII

concludes the paper.

II. FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION

In this section, we present the main components of our framework:

the Service Container and the High Availability and the Resource
Optimization Scheduler (HARO Scheduler). The service container is a

logical element which wraps the service deployed and the transparent

and predictive software rejuvenation components. On the other side,

The HARO Scheduler is responsible of guaranteeing the availability

of potential aging services and accept as many services as possible

according to the platform resources and the virtualization middleware

(i.e. Virtual Machine Monitor).

Figure 1 presents an overview of the components interaction.

A. Service container

The service container is a logical structure. Every service deployed

on the platform has three elements (in a logical view) associated: High

Availability Load Balancer (HA-LB), Aging Predictor (AgingPdr)

and, accordingly with the service state a service replica. The service

is deployed in its own virtual machine (ServiceVM). ServiceVM

implements a monitoring agent, collecting the VM resource status

like CPU, Memory, number of Threads or number of connections.

These metrics are used to detect the software aging phenomenon and

estimate the service time to crash. This estimation is conducted by
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Fig. 1: Communication process between components

AgingPdr. It is integrated by a Machine Learning model trained to es-

timate the time to crash due to complex software aging phenomenon.

The model used in our current approach is based on M5P Machine

learning algorithm [9], which presents promising results in terms of

accuracy prediction in software aging scenarios [10]. We note that the

AgingPdr could be changed with new detection/estimation failures

methods to maintain the effectiveness of the framework in new

environments. AgingPdr is running jointly with HA-LB, in their own

virtual machine (HA-VM). HA-LB is a 4-layer load balancer which

manages the software rejuvenation process. The software rejuvenation

solution is partially based in our previous studies [11], [12], showing

the effectiveness of the approach. During the rejuvenation approach,

a service replica (ReplicaVM) is needed. So, for a short period of

time two copies of the same service are working simultaneously. This

process, which is presented in detail below, guarantees that during

the rejuvenation, any on-going or new request to the service is not

missing.

B. High Availability and Resource Optimization Scheduler

The HARO Scheduler has the responsibility to take decisions about

services based on the state of the platform. It also decides the correct

moment to rejuvenate a service. Moreover, it allocates the services

to maximize the number of services on the platform according to

the resources available. The HARO Scheduler is composed of the

following items: the Catcher Manager, the Decision Manager and

the Reconfiguration & HA Manager.

Catcher Manager (CM). It is aware of all service deployed on the

platform. The CM also receives the new service requests to deploy it

on the platform. However, it does not decide if the request is accepted

or not. So, CM maintains a list of running and waiting services (new

requests).

The CM also maintains a list of the resources required by every

service to run properly. These resources define the service size. They

are basically: number of (virtual) CPUs, RAM memory, number

of network interfaces, etc.... These values are important because

the framework uses them to calculate how many services can run

simultaneously in one physical node. This has sense since the

virtualization middleware defines how many virtual resources can be

assigned to one physical resource.

In order to calculate the size of a new service, we sum the resources

requested by the service provider and the resources required by the

software aging components (HA-VM). The size of a new service is

the service container size, without ReplicaVM.

The current state of the platform collected and maintained by CM

is sent to Decision Manager and HARO Scheduler.

Decision Manager (DM). It receives the data collected by CM and

its main task is to calculate the maximum number of services that

could be accepted by the infrastructure. The DM decides if a service

could be accepted or not. The decision is taken based on the size of

the service container (the sum of the Service VM and the HA-VM)

and the current available resources on the platform. If it is needed to

migrate running VMs to free space for new services, the DM indicates

it. DM also prevents that every deployed service has the resources

requested by the service owner. Moreover, it takes care to avoid

violating the maximum number of VMs that one physical node could

execute simultaenously. This limit is fixed by the physical resources

available. This approach guarantees a minimum performance level,

based on the resources requested by service owners.

On the other hand, the DM also decides if a service is suffering

software aging and if a software rejuvenation has to be triggered.

This decision is based on the time to crash (TTC) calculated by

AgingPrd associated to every service and the threshold (time limit

(TL)) defined by the system administrators. TL indicated how much

time (i.e. in seconds) before the possible crash, the rejuvenation has

to be triggered. The Time limit could be fixed for the whole platform

or per each service individually. The software rejuvenation process

requires creating a ReplicaVM. The DM also decides where (the

physical node) the ReplicaVM must be created.
The data generated by CM and DM is represented using the

following structure:

X̃ =

⎛
⎝ X̃0,0 X̃0,1 X̃0,2

X̃1,0 X̃1,1 X̃1,2

X̃2,0 X̃2,1 X̃2,2

⎞
⎠ X̃

′
=

⎛
⎝ X̃

′
0,0 X̃

′
0,1 X̃

′
0,2

X̃
′
1,0 X̃

′
1,1 X̃

′
1,2

X̃
′
2,0 X̃

′
2,1 X̃

′
2,2

⎞
⎠

W =
(

W0 W1 W2 W
′
0 W

′
1 W

′
2

)
where:{

X̃i,j = 1 if the VM j is in node i

X̃i,j = 0 otherwise{
X̃

′
i,j = 1 if a replica of VM j is in node i

X̃
′
i,j = 0 otherwise

Wj(= W
′
j ) represents the size of VM j (or replica)

The matrices X̃ and X̃
′

represent the position of running/waiting

services and Replica VMs respectively. The rows represent the

physical nodes and columns the virtual machines. A running service is

composed by two VMs (service VM and HA VM), so it is represented

by two columns. Although, a service waiting to be deployed is

represented by one column, composed of all-zeros. On the other

side, a 1 in a column represents the physical node where the VM

is running. W contains the size of all VMs. We note that the size of

waiting services is the sum of the real Service VM and its HA VM,

so the size of the full service container. The matrices notation is: X̃
and X̃

′
for CM matrices. In order to differentiate them from DM

matrices, DM matrices notation is X and X
′
, following the same

pattern like CM matrices presented earlier. This notation is used in

the rest of the document.

Reconfiguration & HA Manager (RHAM). The data generated by

CM and DM is sent to the RHAM. The RHAM basically conducts
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a comparison between the current state of the platform (X̃ and X̃
′

generated by the CM) and the optimal platform state (X and X
′

generated by the DM). The process is simple and the framework

could take the decisions quickly, adapting the current state to the

optimal state in a short period of time. Figure 2 presents the three

main processes RHAM conducts:

– Service Creation: when the RHAM decides the creation of a new

service, it is because at least one service is waiting to be deployed and

there is enough space to allocate it. When a new service is deployed,

transparently to the service owner, a HA VM is also created; creating

two VMs. Figure 2 presents an example of how RHAM decides the

creation of a new service. The all-zeros fourth column (oval dotted

line) at X̃ indicates service 4 is waiting to be deployed. RHAM
compares the fourth column from X̃ with the same column of X .

The fourth column of X is non-all-zeros (X2,4 = 1, dot line circle).

This indicates that DM concluded that the best position to deploy

service (Service VM and HA VM) 4 is node 2.

– Service Migration: it is conducted using the well-known technol-

ogy offered by almost all virtualization manufacturers: live-migration

[13]. This technology allows us to migrate a running VM without any

or minimal outage, from one physical node to another. It is important

because we will use this mechanism to reallocate VMs, optimizing the

resource usage. The RHAM decides a Service Migration, comparing

four matrices. An example is presented in Figure 2, marked with

black line circles. VM 3 is currently at node 1 (X̃1,3 = 1), however,

the DM marks that the optimal position for this VM is at node 3

(X3,3 = 1). The RHAM has to migrate VM 3 from physical node 1
to 3. The same process can be conducted with Replica VMs or even

HA VMs.

– Service Recovery: it is triggered due to the TTC of one or a

set of VMs have violated the threshold (Time Limit) defined by the

system administrators per each service or per the whole platform.

However, the DM has to decide what is the best place to create the

replica. This process consumes extra resources to allocate the same

number of services. DM (its mathematical model) integrates these

extra VMs in the maximization function to reduce the impact of

replicaVM creation. The replicaVM position is presented by matrix

X
′
. Figure 2 presents an example (grey line circles). DM detects

aging in VM 0 and it does not have a replica yet (all-zeros column

of matrix X̃
′
). DM decides creating a replica at node 2 (X

′
2,0 = 1).

C. Transparent predictive Software Rejuvenation Approach

The proactive software rejuvenation process is managed by HA-LB
and it is divided into three phases presented in Figure 3.

1) Aging failure detection: the HARO Scheduler detects the Time

To Crash (TTC) of the service (estimated by its AgingPdr) is higher

than the threshold (Time Limit) defined by the administrators for

this service. The prediction is conducted by M5P Machine Learning

Algorithm [9]. It estimates the time to crash of the service based on

the monitored service metrics. In [10], it is shown the effectiveness

of this algorithm to estimate the time to crash of a web service under

complex and undeterministic aging scenarios.

2) Workload migration process: the RHAM creates a ReplicaVM
in the better physical node to maximize the space available in the

platform. At the same time, it warns HA-LB that a recovery action

over its monitored service started. HA-LB automatically migrates new

requests to the replica service. The on-going requests being processed

by faulty service are allowed to finish.

3) Faulty Service VM elimination: when HA-LB detects that its

monitored service is empty (no requests under processing), HA-LB

sends the order to RHAM to remove the faulty ServiceVM. Then, the

ReplicaVM becomes the new ServiceVM.
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Fig. 3: Recovery architecture

We note that the rejuvenation process is based partially on the

rejuvenation technique presented in [11]. It could be used to check

the details of the process and its effectiveness to avoid the crash or

downtime of the service during the process. The previous approach

used a primary service and a hot standby service, running simultane-

ously. This approach consumed too many resources. Current approach

is possible because the AgingPrd estimates the time to crash, with

an acceptable error. This makes possible the replicaVM creation in

advance.

Obviously, the rejuvenation process is potentially useful for any

predictable software failure. The rejuvenation approach is also ready

to detect sudden crashes (via heartbeat). The replica creation is

triggered automatically in the first node available, without taking into

account the resource optimization.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DISCUSSION

We have presented the Decision Manager module which has the

responsibility of looking for the optimal position of VMs to accept as

many services as possible. At the same time, the DM has to detect any

faulty service and determine the best place to create its replica. This

process becomes critical to guarantee the availability of the services

running on the virtualized platform.

The problem to solve by the Decision Manager could be reduced

to well-known resource assignment problem (RAP) with small vari-

ations, as follows:

“For a given set of physical nodes, and for a given set of
virtual machines with a size and availability requirements; decide
to which physical node each virtual machine must be allocated, such
that number of virtual machines is maximized and virtual machine
requirements are satisfied without exceeding physical nodes’ capacity
and whole platform capacity limits.”

The novelty of our approach is that we integrate in the same math-

ematical model the decision of rejuvenate a service and according

to this, calculate a maximization function to accept as many new

services as possible. This approach increases the effectiveness of the

maximization. The mathematical model reduces the impact of the

creation of replicas (consuming resources) to apply the rejuvenation.

The problem presented could be formulated as a Constraint Satis-

faction Problem (CSP). There are potentially many algorithms for

tackling this kind of problems: greedy algorithms, Tabu search,

genetic algorithms, and simulated annealing [14]. We use mathemat-
ical programming (MP) [15] because it is a common and flexible

technique for modeling a large class of optimization problems. A
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Fig. 2: Matrix evaluation example conducted by RHAM

second reason to use MP is that there are commercially and free

available MP solvers, extensively tested such as IBM ILOG CPLEX

[16] or GLPK [17]. We have picked the last free and open source

solver in our experiments. The third reason is that MP allows us

to model a large number of hard constraints, a characteristic item

of RAP problems, which could be more complicated using other

approaches such as genetic algorithms. However, MP requires good

definition models to become useful.

We present the modeling using MP approach and its reduction to

a binary integer programming (BIP), a subset of MP, which allows

us to find the optimal solution, if it exists.

We note that from the DM perspective there are two type of ele-

ments: Deployed Virtual Machines and Service Containers waiting to

be deployed. Deployed virtual machines are composed of ServiceVM

and HA-VM and potentially a Replica VM with their respective sizes.

On the other side, Service containers would be also composed of

two VMs: Service VM and HA VM. However, from DM perspective

becomes in a single logical VM. This logical VM has a size which is

the sum of the sizes of both future VMs. Finally, we have introduced a

timeout in the solving engine (GLPK) to avoid huge time consuming

to achieve the optimal solution. We have selected this option because

sometimes it is impossible to find it or the time needed is prohibitive.

Note that we will have to model cumulative resources, because

we assume that the provider is not allowed to remove from the

platform any service already deployed and under execution. However,

customers could request to remove a service at any time.

A. Objective Functions

Any MP problem is composed by an Objective function and a

set of constraints. The problem input is the matrices generated by

the Catcher Manager: X̃ , X̃
′

and W . The output is composed of

two matrices: X and X
′
. Before presenting the objective function,

there are two important actions in a virtualized platform to take into

account: virtual machine creation and live-migration. The creation

has an impact on the rest of VMs running on the same physical node

where the new VM is created. The live-migration can cause an outage

(minimum) on the VM. These both actions have an impact on the

performance and availability of the service. Based on that potential

impact, we present two MP models: Restrictive and Mixed.

Restrictive Model (RM) penalizes both actions: creation and mi-

gration. Assuming that we have N physical nodes and M virtual

machines to be allocated in the virtualized platform; the objective

function of this model integrates the penalization of both actions as

follows:

Maximize

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

Vj ·Xi,j − C

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

f(i, j) (1)

where:

f(i, j) =

{
Xi,j ifX̃i,j = 0

0 ifX̃i,j = 1

Vj represents the value/priority assigned to every VM j. The model

allows assigning different priorities to VMs, guaranteeing the accep-

tance of VMs over others. In our experimental study, all VMs are

equally important (Vj = 1).

To avoid that the penalization (
∑N

i=1

∑M

j=1
f(i, j)) dominates

the maximization function, we introduced a penalty factor C. In

our experiments, C = 1
2·M . This value was defined to reduce

the penalization according to the number of VMs expecting to be

allocated. The penalization function f(i, j) is defined as follows: If

a position of the matrix X̃ is zero, this means that a VM could be

allocated, during optimization process, via live-migration or creation.

If this happens, this position in matrix X will be 1, and we sum this

value to the penalization, otherwise we do not penalize at all.

Mixed Model (MM) sits on the fence between Restrictive Model
and no penalties. The creation is necessary to maximize the number

of services running on the platform. Penalizing the creation becomes

in an underutilized resources, not accepting new services in some

cases. Due to this reasoning, we modified Equation 1 to penalize

only the live migrations. Thus we avoid rejecting new service requests

unnecessarily.

Maximize

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

Vj ·Xi,j − C

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

f(i, j) (2)

where:

f(i, j) =

{
0 if

∑N

k=1
X̃k,j = 0

Xi,j if
∑N

k=1
X̃k,j = 1

The penalization function f(i, j) is performed according to if a

VM could be migrated. If column j of X̃ which represents VM j, is

all zeros, VM j is waiting to be deployed. If there is a 1 in column
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j, this means that VM is running and could be migrated. So, it only

penalizes the current live-migrations.

B. Constraints

The maximization functions are not enough by themselves. It is

needed to carry out a set of constraints to achieve the goals:

• Every physical node can manage a limited number of VMs,

according to its resources and this limit cannot be exceeded.

• A VM cannot be removed from the platform after it was

deployed.

• If a service crash is imminent, a service rejuvenation process

has to be started automatically, to guarantee the availability of

the service.

1) First Constraint: Due to the current virtualization technology,

the number of VMs in a single node is limited by the physical

resources available in the node. The model has to guarantee that the

capacity (resources) limitations are not violated. We note that during

a short period of time the serviceVM and replicaVM are running

simultaneously. The replicaVMs are consuming extra resources as

well. The constraint is defined as:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N,

M∑
j=1

Wj ·Xi,j +

M∑
j=1

W
′
j ·X

′
i,j ≤ Ci (3)

Where Ci is the maximum capacity of node i and Wj is the size

of VM j. X
′
i,j represents a replicaVM j running in node i and W

′
j

is its size. This constraint guarantees the model never adds a new

virtual machine to one node if there are not enough resources.

However, this constraint allows the model to consume all available

resources in all nodes with new services. If the model consumes all

nodes’ space with new services, all resources could be saturated
(
∑M

j=1
Wj · Xi,j = Ci). Then, if a replicaVM is needed, the

framework does not have enough space to conduct the rejuvenation

process and the service will crash. This situation is unacceptable.

The model has to overcome the saturation. The framework reserves

a part of the resources of the platform to guarantee that there will

be enough space to create replicas at any time. Or at least, there will

be enough space to create replicas in some order to avoid unplanned

downtimes caused by aging. We define the space reserved in the

platform to offer high availability as β. Although, it is impossible that

a virtual machine uses simultaneously resources from two different

nodes. So, the model allocates βi space in every node. The βi and the

size of VMs defines the maximum number of simultaneous recovery

process in the platform as follows:

Total num. of simultaneous replicas = NumNodes· βi

Wj
(4)

(assuming all replicas have the same size Wj)

If no aging service is detected (∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ M,TTCj > TL,

where TLj is Time Limit (TL) of service j), all physical resources

from every node can be used to deploy VMs, always preserving βi

space/resources to guarantee the availability. However, if any running

VM violates its own time limit threshold, some of the βi spaces

reserved have to be released to guarantee the rejuvenation process

success. At the moment of releasing any of the βis, model guarantees

that this space is only used to create replicaVMs. Furthermore, when

ReplicaVM becomes the new ServiceVM, βi has to be recovered.

The constraint is focused on using βi from the same node where

the faulty serviceVM is running. Meanwhile, the rest of nodes accept

new services. We define M
′

as the total number of running VMs

and M the total number of VMs, where M
′ ≤ M , the constraint

becomes as follows:

If ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤M,TTCj > TLj then:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N,

M∑
j=1

Wj ·Xi,j + βi ≤ Ci

Otherwise:

∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤M
′
, with TTCj ≤ TLj :

For the unique i where Xi,j = 1:

∀j,M ′
< j ≤M,Xi,j = 0

∧
M

′∑
j=1

Wj ·Xi,j +

M
′∑

j=1

W
′
j ·X

′
i,j ≤ Ci

While the rest of i’s:

M∑
j=1

Wj ·Xi,j + βi ≤ Ci (5)

The model only rejects new services in the node i where a

rejuvenation action is triggered. This approach reduces the possibility

to reject new services.

2) Second Constraint: We cannot drive out any running service.

This action will correspond to a crash of a service. The model

guarantees that a VM already deployed on the virtualized platform is

maintained. Furthermore, due to the characteristics of MP, we have

to avoid explicitly the ubiquity of a VM. But a service owner can

deploy as many new services as he wants. Although, a determined

VM is deployed once. This constraint is modeled in Equation 6:

∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤M
′
,

N∑
i=1

Xi,j = 1

∧

∀j,M ′
< j ≤M,

N∑
i=1

Xi,j ≤ 1 (6)

Where M
′

represents the VMs deployed on the infrastructure

and M the total number of VMs: the running VMs and waiting

services. The first part of the constraint guarantees the running VMs

(∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ M
′
) have to be maintained on the environment. The

second part guarantees that the waiting VMs could be accepted only

once.

3) Third Constraint: The Software Rejuvenation Constraint:
Finally, the model has to manage the software rejuvenation approach.

When a serviceVM crash is imminent due to software aging, a

replicaVM has to be created. Our model takes the responsibility to

decide when a replica creation is needed and where is the best place

to do it. Equation 7 models it.

∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤M, f(X
′
i,j) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

N∑
i=1

X
′
i,j = 1 if TTCj ≤ TLj

N∑
i=1

X
′
i,j = 0 otherwise.

(7)
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Where TTCj is the time to crash of the VM j, and the TLj (Time

Limit) is the rejuvenation threshold for VM j. So, if TTCj ≤ TLj

a Replica VM of j has to be created, otherwise not. The value of

TLj is very important to guarantee the availability of the services

against software aging. We suggest that the best value of TLj has to

be a sum of the time to create replicaVM, the error introduced by the

predictor, and a security margin. The security margin is added only

to improve the robustness of the framework against the prediction

accuracy error.

On the other hand, if TTCj > TLj no replicaVM is needed by

service j.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental study was conducted on the test bed machines

presented in Table I. All machines use a Debian GNU/Linux 5.0

as Operating System and a XEN 3.3.2 hypervisor [3] provides

paravirtualized environment and all the working nodes support NFSv4

as File System in order to apply live migration between nodes. The

virtualization middleware used to create/destroy virtual machines was

EMOTIVE [18].

Experiment Role CPU Memory Size

Client Clients 8 core 2.83GHz 16384MB
node0 Scheduler/Node 8 core 2.83GHz 16384MB
node1 Node 8 core 2.60GHz 16384MB
node2 Node 4 core 3.0GHz 16384MB
node3 Node 4 core 2.66GHz 16384MB
db0 DB 4 core 2.66GHz 4096MB
db1 DB 4 core 3.16GHz 4096MB
db2 DB 2 core 2.40GHz 2048MB

TABLE I: Description of Testbed machines and their roles

The virtualized platform is composed of 4 nodes: from 0 to 3. The

resources required by the virtual machines used in our experiments

are depicted in Table II.

Memory Size Disk

Domain-0 4096MB –
Service VM 2048MB 3703MB
HA VM 256MB 801MB

TABLE II: Description of Virtual Machines

Domain-0 is required and mandatory by the host operating system.

So, the available memory in every physical node is the substraction

of Domain-0 memory required from total physical memory available.

It is important to remark that there is a Domain-0 VM in every node

where we want to apply virtualization technology.

We have used TPC-W benchmark [19] to emulate the services to

be deployed on the platform. We have modified TPC-W to emulate a

software aging phenomenon due to resource exhaustion. To simulate

the resource consumption we have modified a servlet of the TPC-

W implementation to inject memory leaks. The servlet calculates a

random number between 0..N (in our experiments N = 30). This

number determines how many clients have to request the servlet

before to inject a memory leak. This behavior makes that the variation

of memory consumption depends on the number of clients and the

frequency of servlet visits. The frequency is based on the workload

available in TPC-W: Browsing, Shopping and Ordering. We have con-

ducted all of our experiments using Shopping. In this case the clients

visit the Servlet modified around 20% of times. This makes that

with high workload our servlet injects more memory leaks. However

with low workload, the consumption is lower too. The memory leak

injected in our experiments is fixed (1MB). This configuration makes

that the aging phenomena is workload dependent. This rationale

has been proposed in several related works [10], [20]. Under this

scenario, AgingPrd prediction algorithm showed its great accuracy

to estimate the time to crash [10]. The framework is independent of

the prediction mechanism/approach used. New prediction/estimation

approaches could be integrated on the framework.

In our scenario, a Service VM is composed of a web application

server with TPC-W. In our experiments, the databases used by TPC-

W are externalized to simplify the experimental environment, due to

a limitation about available physical devices. However, they could be

managed by the infrastructure without problems. The software aging

phenomena was injected only in the ServiceVMs.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we present the results obtained after evaluating

the models proposed. First, we have analyzed the maximum service

capacity of our scenario using different configurations. This analytical

analysis is useful to evaluate the real resource penalty introduced by

our approach to guarantee the availability.

Second, we have conducted a set of experiments to evaluate

the overhead introduced by our architecture, mainly, knowing the

overhead introduced by the creation of the HA-VM associated with

the service deployed by the customer.

Third, the live migrations could cause potential micro-outages [13].

We have measured its real impact in our scenario.

Fourth and finally, in Section III we have presented two main

strategies gathered in two models: Restrictive (RM) and Mixed (MM).
We compare the two models based on following metrics: maximum

services accepted, number of migrations conducted, capacity to create

replicaVMs and avoid platform saturation, and time needed to accept

the maximum number of services.

The first metric evaluates if the models achieve the maximum value

obtained analytically. The second metric evaluates the effectiveness

of the penalizations and the potential risk of suffer micro outages

during the process. The third metric evaluates if the models are able

to avoid the crash caused by aging of a deployed service.

The last metric is relevant in order to evaluate the capacity of

the framework to accept new clients. If the framework causes that

service owners have to wait too much time to deploy their services, it

is possible that customers move on to other providers. Furthermore,

this metric evaluates the impact of the creation penalization defined

in the Restrictive Model.

A. Analyzing the maximum capacity of our platform

Taking into account the virtual machine and the physical node

features, we calculated the amount of VMs that fit in our experimental

environment, presented in Table III. In order to simplify the analysis

and later experimental study, the VM size is only computed with

the memory required. But, other resources can be discussed. The

size of the HA-VM is 256MB and the ServiceVM (also ReplicaVM)

size is 2048MB (Table II). Every physical node has 16384MB of

memory, but Domain-0 needs 4096MB. Thus they have 12288MB

available (see Table I). The platform is composed of 4 physical

nodes, then 12288 · 4 = 49152MB total memory available. If we

only deploy ServiceVMs: 49152
2048

=24 ServiceVMs are available to be

running simultaneously.

Using our approach (with a HA-VM associated to every Ser-
viceVM), the maximum number of services would be 21: � 49152

2304
� =

21 VMs. Our approach is losing around of 12.5% of the resources

to guarantee the availability of the deployed services. This penalty
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is due directly to the architecture of our rejuvenation solution.

These numbers are calculated without reserving any βi to guarantee

enough space to create replicas. HA-VM and its ServiceVM can run

in different nodes because our platform is composed of physical

nodes where the networking time becomes negligible, as well as the

response time of the service.

Maximum VMs
allowed

Penalty
associated

Basic Scenario 24 –
Our βi = 0MB Scenario 21 12.5%
Our βi = 2048MB Scenario 17 29.1%
Load Balancer Scenario 11 54.1%

TABLE III: Maximum number of Services accepted

Allocating a part of the resources of every node to guarantee the

replica creation as it is described in Section III-B, the maximum

number of VMs depends on the value of β and βi. In our experiments,

we fix βi = 2048MB. This value was chosen because one Replica
VM has this size. So, the maximum number of VMs would be 17,

becoming in a penalty of 29,1%.

However, if we decided to use a typical load balanced cluster solu-

tion with a load balancer (256MB) and two Service VMs (2048MB)

(or even such as our previous solution presented in [11]), only 11

services can be deployed. This configuration pays around of 54.1% of

the infrastructure to guarantee the availability. So, our architecture by

itself reduces the resources dedicated to offer high availability against

traditional approaches. Paying 12,5% or 29,1% of the resources to

guarantee the services availability represents a good trade-off.

B. Impact of the Framework Infrastructure

This section analyzes the overhead of our creation approach. The

creation of the HA-VM is automatic and transparent to the service

owner. The HA-VM and ServiceVM are always created in the same

physical node at first time. This conduct can be discussed because

if the HA-VM and the ServiceVM are created in different physical

machines, it can reduce the overhead introduced by the creation

process. But that approach has only sense in a cluster within the

same network, because if the scenario was a Cloud (involving WANs)

our approach has more sense in order to reduce the response time

between the HA-VM and its associated ServiceVM.

We have used EMOTIVE virtual machine creation process, which

is described in [21]. We used the node0 as the physical node to

conduct the experiment. We define the creation process from the

moment where the customer requests the creation of the VM until the

moment of service is ready to attend the first task/request. Table IV

shows the average creation time of HA VM, the Service VM and the

both simultaneous creations (Full service creation). We conducted the

experiment 10 times.

Average Time Standard Deviation

HA VM Creation 34.6s ± 11.1s
Service VM creation 64.5s ± 21.7s
Full Service creation 128.1s ± 5.1s

TABLE IV: Virtual Machines and service creation

The creation time of the Full Service is higher (128s) than the time

needed to create both VMs consecutively (99.1s). It shows clearly the

important impact of creating simultaneously two virtual machines in

the same node. For this reason, our approach creates in sequence

both MVs. In a first view, the time needed to create the software

rejuvenation components is too high. However, the creation process is

conducted only when a new service is deployed first time, becoming

in an acceptable trade-off if we achieve a high level of availability

for the services deployed.

C. Impact of the Live-Migrations

The second experiment evaluates the real impact of the live-

migrations in our scenario. Obtaining the optimal allocation of the

VMs requires live-migrations to reallocate deployed VMs to free

space for new ones, becoming in a critical piece of the framework.

We measured the potential outage on the service when a VM is live-

migrated from one node to other. We have setup a ServiceVM.

First, we analyzed the impact on the static content web service on

Tomcat using httperf [22] and a workload of 500 new requests/sec.

The experiment was running for 90 minutes. First time without

migrations and second time, 12 live-migrations were performed. The

average performance with and without migrations was 498.6 req/s

and 500req/s respectively. The response time was 0.7ms and 0.4ms

respectively. We can observe the minimum impact on response time

and throughput in the case of static content web service.

After that, we conducted a new experiment using TPC-W bench-

mark (with dynamic content). We run 8 migrations during 60 minutes.

Figure 4 presents the throughput and response time obtained and the

migration marks (black lines). We observe that the migration does not

impact on response time or throughput. The fluctuations observed are

caused by the dynamic content and the different SQL queries times.

Fig. 4: TPC-W Throughput with eight live-migrations

D. Model Comparison

Finally, we evaluate and compare the two presented models: RM
and MM. HARO Scheduler manages the four working nodes which

will host the VMs.

The experiment consists of the submission of a new service every

five minutes. We create 50% of services without software aging

and 50% with it, interspersing them. The new creation requests

are generated until the system reaches its maximum capacity, a

ServiceVM crashes or a ReplicaVM could not be created. The last

reason will cause a future outage in one service due to the software

aging. We defined this fact as Saturation of the platform.

Different workloads are used in every service to increase the com-

plexity of the software aging scenario. We find different aging trends

in every faulty service, so the crash of every service will happen at

different instants. We used the same trained Machine Learning model

for all services in order to analyze its effectiveness to predict different

aging trends, analyzing its flexibility and adaptability.

We used the same new service requests schedule for all experi-

ments conducted. We also assign the same workload to every VM in

all experiments, to allow us comparing results.

In terms of scheduling, every 60 seconds, every AgingPdr sends

its TTCj to the HARO Scheduler. Then, the Decision Manager runs
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the model (RM or MM) to obtain the optimal allocation of VMs

according to the current state.

We configured the parameters of our strategies as follows: βi =
2048MB, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , where N = 4 and TL = 1000 seconds.

TL is calculated summing 900s from approximated error of AgingPdr
prediction and 100s as a security margin.

Once the platform reaches the maximum capacity, the experiment

lasts another 4000s in order to test the stability.

We have also defined three more models as a baseline comparison:

Base case, C = 0 model and β = 0 model. The base case represents

a RM model without third constraint (availability Constraint) and no

penalization (C = 0). The Base case only optimizes the resources

available, without taking into account aging phenomena on the

services. C = 0 Model is the RM model with no penalizations.

The β = 0 model is the RM model without reserving resources to

guarantee the service availability: β and βi equal to zero.

These three models are used to evaluate the real impact of the

penalizations introduced and the availability constraint defined.

1) Maximum Services Accepted: In Table V, we can observe how

the Base case only accepts 12 services before one of them crashes

due to the software aging. This model does not conduct any migration

because it was unnecessary. However, we note that in this scenario

there are probabilities to achieve the maximum possible: 21 services.

The β = 0 model also reaches the maximum number of services

possible on the platform, 21 services, as we analyzed in the previous

analytic evaluation. At the same time, models C = 0, RM and MM
achieve the maximum number of services assuming that they preserve

a part of their resources to guarantee the availability. The maximum

number of services reached was 17.

The number of replicas (Table V) depends mainly on the workload

and software aging aggressiveness. However, this value demonstrates

that the models with our framework are able to apply the necessary

recovery actions.

The number of migrations (Table V) shows clearly how the penalty

introduced in Restrictive, Mixed and β = 0 Models works perfectly

compared with C = 0 Model: 52 migrations against 11 (RM), 3

(MM) and 4 (β = 0 Model).

Model Services Migrations

Base case 12/21a 0
β = 0 model 21 4
C = 0 model 17 52
RM 17 11
MM 17 3
a It is possible in some circumstances to achieve the maximum.

TABLE V: Maximum services accepted by the models

2) Rejuvenation Analysis: Our ultimate goal is to guarantee the

availability of the aging services. For this reason, we evaluate the

Machine learning approach to predict aging services, creating replicas

and analyzing if the platform could be saturated.

Table VI presents the number of rejuvenations conducted by the

models: β = 0 model, C = 0 model, RM and MM. And the time

needed by the models to be saturated or accept the maximum possible

services.

We recall the complexity of the aging scenario with different aging

trends. In this complex scenario, we used one unique trained model

for all aging trends.

During all rejuvenations any request (new or on-going) failed,

confirming that the evolution of the software rejuvenation maintains

the results presented in [11], [12]. A more detailed analysis of

the rejuvenations triggered shows an interesting result about the

prediction mechanism based on Machine Learning. In the case of

β = 0 model, 6 rejuvenations were conducted, with 5 false positives.

This means that the framework rejuvenated non-faulty services. In

the case of RM and MM, 2 false positives. In the case of C = 0
model no false positives found, basically because the platform was

saturated early that happens. No false-negatives were found during

the experiments. These results show that pessimistic estimations are

better to guarantee the availability of the services. It is important

to note that if some service TTC oscillates between a borderline

dangerous state and non-dangerous state, current version of the

models rejuvenate it. However, this is not quite dangerous because

this process does not impact on the availability of the service.

Finally, we analyze the time needed by every model to create all

services requested during the experiment. We also analyze the real

impact of the penalization in the RM. It needs 8422 seconds to accept

the same services that C = 0 model and MM. This shows the impact

of the creating penalization, adding near of one hour more to accept

the same number of services. This means that the service providers

wait one hour more to deploy their services. Something undesirable.

In terms of saturation, Base case model saturates after 3351 seconds

of experiment started. A service crashes when only 12 services were

accepted.

Of course, the maximum time to accept all service is affected by the

number of rejuvenation actions conducted. The rejuvenation action

in one node avoids the creation of new services in that node.

We also observe that all models with rejuvenation (β = 0, C = 0,

RM and MM) conduct the rejuvenation on the same faulty service.

RM also conducts a second rejuvenation action over a real aging

service due to the execution time length.

According to results presented in Table VI and Table V, the best

option is the MM: maximum services, minimum migrations and

maximum availability.

Model Max.Time Saturation Rejuvenationsa

Base case - 3351secs 0

β = 0 model 6958secs 6958secs 6/5a

C = 0 model 5951secs - 1/0

RM 8422secs - 4/2

MM 5125secs - 3/2
a Total/False positives

TABLE VI: Availability achieved by the models

3) Models Behavior: Figure 5 presents the evolution over time

of the number of VMs and Services managed by Mixed Model.

The number of services is always going up because any service

crashed during the experiment. However, the number of VMs goes

down around instants 3500, 4000 and 4100 because three services

where rejuvenated (3 replicas, Table V). These instants show when a

primary ServiceVM was replaced by a ReplicaVM. This fact reduces

the number of VMs on the platform, because during a short period

of time the primary and replica are running simultaneously, and after

that the faulty serviceVM is destroyed.

Figure 6a shows the number of VMs allocated in each node along

the time. The figure shows the events (creating and destroying VMs)

related to its instant time. This is the reason why the time scale is not

homogeneous. It has a first stage, until second 3800, where the system

is creating new services. The model tries to allocate in a balanced

way the new services between all nodes. As model penalizes the live-

migrations, it is allocating the new services using a free node until
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the node is full. For example, node2 is not used until second 2700

approx. when the node1 is full. At this moment, no live-migrations

were conducted. So, all HA-VMs are running in the same node as

their serviceVMs.
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Fig. 5: Experiment execution using MM: Amount of Services and

VMs

When all nodes are full without migrations, the model starts the

VM migrations to free space to accept more services (instant 4900s).

We observe the three replica creation process (at 3500, 4000 and

4100 seconds).

Figure 6b presents the behavior with C = 0 Model (no penaliza-

tions). The migration process starts too early when it is completely

useless to free more space. The platform has enough space to allocate

more services. Just recalling, C = 0 model follows the same event-

pattern as Mixed Model in Figure 6a. We can observe how at instant

1700 node3 creates 2 VMs (first peak) and 200s later, these two

VMs are migrated to node0. This process is repeated twice more.

This type of behavior causes a unnecessary number of migrations

(52). The model is stateless, making that the model does not check

if the current state of the platform is already optimal.

VI. RELATED WORK

The use of virtualization to consolidate services and improve the

resource utilization is not a new idea and it has been evaluated largely

in several studies [23], [24]. Furthermore, the usage of mathematical
programming to optimize the service allocation is also not new. The

MP approach has been used in several studies. Pmapper [25] uses

the maximization function to improve the energy efficiency of a

virtualized clusters. Furthermore, we can observe parallelism between

their approach with our approach. They penalize the service migration

because they assume that live-migration has an important energy cost.

[26] presents a model to maximize the number of services to deploy

in a virtualized data center, similar to our approach, but they do

not take into account the availability as a factor on the model. [27]

evaluates how to allocate every tier of a multi-tiered application to

maximize the response time of those type of applications. It has also

been used for minimizing the power consumption and maximizing

the performance of a virtualized cluster [28].

On the other hand, we can find several studies where the virtu-

alization is used as an elegant way to improve the dependability

and availability of the Software and Hardware systems [29]. Remus

[30] uses asynchronous virtual machine replication to provide high

availability to server in the face of hardware failures. In [31], authors

present Mercury, an on-demand virtualization for HPC clusters.

Mercury offers the possibility to switch from virtualized to native

mode without important penalty. This approach is quite interesting

because, they achieve to maintain the important capabilities of

the virtualization like live-migration or checkpointing, reducing the

overhead introduced by the virtualization layer. This solution could

be integrated with our solution without missing any advantage of our

approach. [32] presents the use of virtualization technologies to offer

dependability in Avionics. Mainly, the work uses the virtualization

technology to ensure dependability of critical avionic applications.

The avionic applications have to communicate with off-board systems

without the same level of validation that suffers on-board systems.

The virtualization avoids the communication with off-board systems.

In [33] is presented a work similar to us. They presented a model to

offer a self-reconfiguration system for HPC virtualized environments

and propose a set of strategies to select the nodes to deploy the tasks

to run. They take into account the performance and the reliability

status of the node to be selected. They use a proactive mechanism

to calculate the probability that a node could fail while the task is

running. Moreover, they evaluate the current workload on the node

and using all of this information, the best node is chosen. [34] is

other close-related work to our approach. In this case, the authors

are focused more on maximizing performance and guaranteeing

availability than maximizing the platform resources.

[35] presents a very interesting approach to offer fast rejuvenation

mechanism to avoid the consequences of software aging on the

virtualization middleware more than virtual machines running over

it. However, this approach does not take into account how to allocate

the VMs in a virtualized platform to optimize the resource usage.

Although, this solution could be integrated with our proposal to

offer a full software rejuvenation mechanism on all layers of the

virtualization stack.

In all related work analyzed, we can find several works using

MP approaches to maximize the resource usage or works where

virtualization plays a key role to guarantee the availability. However,

to best of our knowledge there are not works integrating service

maximization and software rejuvenation in the same mathematical

model.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a self-reconfigurable framework

achieving transparent software rejuvenation solution. The platform

accepts as many services as possible. The approach is based on a

mathematical programming model plus a machine learning module.

Furthermore, we observed in our experiments that the best option is

to give up a part of the resources to maintain all services up. We also

observed that can reduce drastically the number of live-migrations

(dangerous for availability of services in some scenarios) using a

simple penalization function in the objective function in model.

Finally, we have presented the results indicating that this is a

promising approach to service aging prediction in runtime, useful

in real scenarios.
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